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Transfornmation of a System of Independent Variables. 

By J. C. FIELDS. 

Let xa, y, z, .... be ally number of independent variables; u, v, w, 
the same number of independent functioils of x, y, z, ... . and cp any func- 
tion of u, v, w, ... . ; being therefore also a function of x, y, z, ... We 
wish to transform any differentiation of p with regard to x, y, z, .... into 
differentiations of cp with regard to u, v, w, .... or in other words to obtain 

for any differential coefficient (d) (dd) (-).... bp its equivalent expressioni 

of the formE A, ,J, V (d) (d.-).(.d).. *p, where A., , v.... is a fuinction 

of the differential coefficients of u, V, W, .... with respect to x, y, z, .... and 
ilndependent of the form of cp. First supposing cp and u to be functions of but 

one independent variable x, we will have (dr ) _ AAxdu) p, an equivalence 

which may also be stated in the form d = > A(), where A, is a func- 

tion of differential coefficients of u with regard to x and independent of the form 
of cp. Assume that, a being an arbitrary parameter, we have in any manner 

obtained an expression for the rth derivative of pc"U in the form dx paU 

> ap. pau, where BP is independent of a. Since paU is a particular form of 

p (u), we will have also evidently (+) Pa%= Ax = AAa @p 7 

where AA is the same as in the general case, and being independent of the form 
of p is in this case independent of a. The two expressions fot the rth derivative 

of pau must be equal and therefore AxaU. pau BpaP. pau. Consequently 
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IL SAa& = > BpaBP, and since this equation holds for any value of a while also 

the coefficients A ald B do not ilvolve a, we must have AA-BA. We have then 

dA B,( ). In order now to find the general formula 

for the transformation of the rth derivative of cp, we first find the rth derivative 
pX a nd d with regard to x of pau in the form Bca and substituting - for a in the 

sumnmation of B,cai obtain thence a formula which holds in general- 

(-)r_S B(d)DA ( 1) 

We proceed to find the rth derivative of pau. The coefficient of fr in the expression 

of a function F(x + ) -in powers of g is ( d)rF(x); consequently 1 

is equal to the coefficient of gr in the expansion in powers of i of pa(u+?t+ 
ul 

t2.-.. 

.92! 
~ K)(U 

'~)?' (U $2) = au pau t u'' ! u tK h E au S 2 X :c! ) (P, +P2 + 
=9aU *9 au' ! 1U2 P- IC) I1 P2 .. !0/ 

We have therefore 

r dz ) PU P2 l ! . *... XK! . . . a rIPE A(2 1(jt =pa (u)P(j )2. _____ 

e-P+ 
(2) 

di pi pi OP! ***r!9 

where the summation includes all terms such that Pi+ 2P2+*. *+xp,+.* = rv 

Replacing a by d we hence obtain from formula (1), 

= d ( u'p)P(u2 )P2 ... (u(Ic))Pc .... d (3) 
where =P1 +P2 + PK + . . . , the summation being subject as before to the 
conditions Pl + 2P2 + .. + xpK + ... = r. This theorem was first obtained 
by Faa de Bruno,* who proves it by iniduction. Proofs have also been given by 
M. Bertrand t and by M. de Presle.t Formula (3) may be neatly expressed in 

*Annales de Tortolini, 1855; reproduced in Theorie de Formes Binaires, p. 304. 

t Cal. Diff., p. 808. 
I Bulletin de la Societe Mathematique, Vol. XVI, p. 157. 
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the form of a symbolic determinant. On differentiating (r -1) times in suc- 

cession the differential equation d--dz = 0 of which a solution is y and 
dx d'x- =Y fwihasltini ~ n 

solving for d we obtain in the form of a determinant an expression for the rth dxr' 
derivative of pL, which may be written 

z Ziff z(r) 

r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Zrl (dy = (r- 2)! 

0 -(r-2), Z(r2) P 

O .... z 

In this expression substituting au for z and afterwards d for a, we will have du 
by (1), 

d v,' d telll d tt6(r) d 
du6 ' P ? d- u* (r- 1) ! d,u 

d 2e' d U(r-2) d 
du 1!d u (r-2)!du 

(d)r 0 , -(r-2), d U(r-2) d = 

dx 0 -(r-2 ) du (-r-3)! du 

*@@@~~~~~~ 0.0 0@* *e 9 e e **** ** 9 0 0 

O 
O ? *' 

(.@1, ) ' d 

du (4) 

T,, 
U 

(r)- d uif~1! 2V (r -1)! 

du ~U 
iV (r- 2)! 

0 , ~-(r-2)( )du (-) d 

0 0 0 .. (dyl~ 
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where of course d is supposed not to operate upon any element of the deter- 

minant itself, a supposition which in the case of the second form of determinant 
may be taken account of by operating first in any term with those elements 

which involve (d71 

We might also notice a generalization of the well-known theorem 

(d-)jpuv = p v. For brevity writing Ar- instead of the second 

determinant of (4) we have 

(+jrpauv = Ar( d ) ( d,a)r v = + a ). (d-+ v = 

utf ufII U(r) d ' 1!a 2!u(r-1) 

krKd F}, U, V (r -2) 
,a|l 

-(r- d +a) 1 Ft6t 6tt U(r-2) _ v 
0 | 0 + - * v (5) 

Our method of procedure in dealing with a function of several variables will 
be the same as that employed in the case of one variable. If cp be a function of 
any number of variables u, v, w, .. each of which is a function of the same 

number of independent variables x, y, z, .... we will have y-} Kdd ), . = 

V' ~ d 9d d 
,, (d dv ) p, an expression of finite degree in d-X dX 

the coefficients A of which are functions of the differential coefficients of 
u, v, .... with regard to x, y ...., and independent of the form of cp. Suppose 
we have in any manner obtained a formula 

(d)r(d)s . 6+IV+*** a EB m. B aP3m auB f+v+ 
dx dy 

" " " p im, ....~~. 
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where the coefficients B are independent of the arbitrary parameters a, 
Since pau + fin' + * is a particular form of q, we will have also 

(d Drd dv + d8X+d. = * Ad)X(dj - 

2A aAAg3 a... p v+ + where the coefficients A are independent of the 

parameters a, .... Consequently 

A> 0 . aA3IL = P B, m .... ap,. 

and the functional coefficients A and B not involviing the arbitrary parameters, 
we will have A, F and hence 

LAA .dj(dj = SB ()d )Gdj) 

Our process therefore will be to first obtain the formula 

(dx) (dy) pau+ PBV, E3* BaU+9V+ 

d d 
then substitute ddu dv ... for a, ... respectively in the summation 

E2 BA { a * * a * obtaining thence the formula 

(dx (dy) * = ..BA,.... (du jdv) (6) 

which, as we have seen, must hold good in general. 
We will now determine the form of the coefficients B in (6). 

We know that -! (Id)1 (+)* .... F(x, y,....) is the coefficient of 

in the exparnsion of F(x + i, y + ,....) in powers of i, ,.... If 

then p' is a function of x, y, ...-.we will have ! 8! (d)r(j) * p for 

the coefficient of g2yS .. in the expansion of pW+ 2 + X ? = pP @ where 

/-6 
dd + r dd + , * Putting a +au v+...., we have 

r! s! d .. d y' = coefficient of s ... in pa 
+ 

(7) 
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A 
Ap au pA V d t d Now pPA(-u?Pv+ )p do2 p(( P"y ..Xu pa b 

(d d_b) (1 dy) ( d ) d 
a-.) dy A dx y A 

a! b! p Z ~~~~~a! b' pv 
d_a,(, )b .. 

9 
)" b..2.... 

(~d)x ~ d)by( di 
, 

d)y 
aU p a,! b . 

a a2! b2 . P. 

(where in none of the exponents of p are all the numerical exponents 
a, b, .... zero at the same time) 

1 pQU . 1 ( d) I .... au d )a2 (n d ) 2 .LU. 
2 A 

I KaJ~~~~d d)b _________ 
p I 00 

Pi ! P2 ! .... al! b, l .... a2! b2! * .9 

Developing P Pv, pP w... . in the same way, we find 

1 d 
)a, (, d4)b au>P( d@ )a2 (-q 

d 
)b2.... aP 2 

t(p !)t(p !)7t(S" ) ... aa ! !.... a' ! b2!.... 

A(P~~~~~~( !)So 7t (P.' 7t(p) .1)B B.) . (( dor (8 )) z*f 

atl ! btll! a '2 ! b12! * .*.*. 

where for brevity the product p,! P2,! .... is represented by 7(p!)... 

We will now have the coefficient of ir(.... in pA A equal to 

1 (dy(dNs au+Pv+ .. W\7 1 

r! s! . x d4r d, 
zy 

~ 7t (/p 7t(p'!1) W (9) 
d(4 a2 (A b UP I (d_\a /d\~_b .. U 2 (A l 4 .\a 1 Pb .. p' , '_'L)a'2 b1d 9... 

(dx dy) - ) -) (-) u ((d1 (d)x dydx d dx)' ( ydy ),' 
a,! bl! .... a2! b2 ! . a'l! b'2 , \. a'2 ! b2'! .... 

subject to the conditions Zpa + p'a'+ .... r, jpb + p'b'+ ... . = s, etc. 

We may write (9) in the form 

1. ! s ax .... (dz (y * P (10) 

> C7(Vu). 7t(VV)V'. .*. aAgU . a aU+pV .. 

where by Vu is meant any differential coefficient of u with regard to 
x, y, .... and where 7t(Vu)v designates any product of powers of differential 
coefficient of u, C... . being a constant coefficient for any term and equal in 
value to the reciprocal of the product of the factorials of all the exponents which 
appear in the term, each exponent being taken as often as it appears in the tern], 
e. g. in the term which appears explicitly in (9), a, enters as an exponent p, 
times while pi occurs once, and consequently in the denominator of the coefficient 

27 
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a,! appears p, times and pl! once. The only limitations upon the summation in 

(10), as we see from (9), are that the dimensions of each term in (i-)' (d)' 

must respectively equal r, s, while A, tt, . must indicate its dimensions 
in u, v,... respectively. From (10) by (6) we now derive 

where to repeat ourself the only conditions upon the summation are: 

I. The dimensions of every term in d d respectively must be 

II. The dimensions of every term in u, v, respectively must be zero. 
III. The coefficient in any term is the reciprocal of the product of the 

factorials of all exponents appearing in the term, each being taken as often as 
it occurs. 

That -all the terms which occur in the transformed expression for 

(d- (dJ* ). . . must satisfy the first two conditions is from the beginning self- 

evident, but that all the products which satisfy these conditions do occur is not 
so evident, nor is it immediately apparent what the values of the numerical 
coefficients will be. 
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